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Abstract 

 Despite efforts to curb health disparities within the United States, the inequalities 

remain. Consequently, this thesis aims to reduce health disparities by examining patient 

termination due to a lack of cultural competency within a vaccination framework. This 

thesis begins by reviewing health disparities and the role of termination within medical 

care. That section is followed by a discussion of the barriers to cultural competency as a 

reason for termination using vaccination as a case study. Next, the thesis analyzes the 

benefits of cultural competency. It concludes with viable solutions and examples to 

improve health and health care within the United States.  
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Introduction 

 In recent years, there has been a shift in the demographic of the United States 

toward a minority-majority population (Keating). This shift comes with an equally varied 

image of health in America. Current literature and substantial research shows health 

outcomes in the United States are unequally distributed. A report by the Center for 

American Progress reveals an increasing risk of obesity, diabetes, asthma, and mortality 

for African Americans, Hispanics, Pacific Islanders, and Native Americans as compared 

to Asian Americans and Non-Hispanic Whites (Russell). Smoking and alcoholism were 

also prevalent issues across the board. Additionally, the Center reports the leading causes 

of death among African Americans and Hispanics as heart disease, cancer, and stroke. 

Asian Americans and Non-Hispanic Whites were consistently healthier (Russell). Other 

entities have made similar findings (National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), The 

Commonwealth Fund (Mead), and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(Meyer)). The prevalence of these disparities is a huge blemish in the United States’ 

health care and in the overall health status of Americans. 

 Thus, eliminating these disparities is a major goal of the national health agenda 

set by Congress in the Healthy People 2010 Initiative. As of the writing of this thesis, 

Healthy People 2020 is now the guiding instrument for the improvement of health in this 

country. The overarching goals of this initiative include “attaining high-quality, longer 

lives free of preventable disease, disability, injury, and premature death; achieving health 

equity, eliminate disparities, and improve the health of all groups; creating social and 

physical environments that promote good health for all; and promoting quality of life, 

healthy development, and healthy behaviors across all life stages” (Healthy People 2020, 
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2010). By eliminating health disparities, we could achieve health equity, subsequently 

improving health, health care, and quality of life for Americans. Therefore, eliminating 

health disparities is an important goal. 

 Despite the increasing public health attention and research on health disparities, 

there has been little consensus regarding the specific factors that create and maintain 

them. A search of literature on health disparities shows exponential growth in investment 

in this field (Brondolo). A midcourse review by Healthy People 2020, however, found 

limited systematic changes for health disparities related to ethnicity, race, or 

socioeconomic status despite the increase in research and literature (Healthy People 

2020). I argue that health disparities result in part from patient termination due to a lack 

of cultural competency.  

 This thesis systematically reviews the literature pertaining to health disparities, 

physician-patient relationship termination, and cultural competency within medicine. No 

literature directly links health disparities to cultural competency and termination. 

Consequently, this method is best because it utilizes a realist synthesis approach, 

combining qualitative and quantitative research based on explanatory factors (Wong).  

 This thesis proceeds in three major discussion sections. Section I, in three 

subsections, introduces the relationship between health disparities, termination, and 

cultural competency. Subsection A examines health disparities and their relationship to 

termination. Subsection B builds from subsection A, studying how barriers to cultural 

competency leads to termination thus generating health disparities. Subsection C 

introduces vaccination as a case study. Section II analyzes the benefits of cultural 

competency and how it can influence health and health care while reducing termination 
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and, as a result, health disparities. Section III follows by introducing solutions to improve 

cultural competency, diminish termination, and reduce health disparities that result from 

patient termination. While other literature has examined and proposed a singular 

approach or aspect of health care to address cultural competency, this thesis will be the 

first, at the time of writing, to offer an inclusive, unified four-pronged approach to 

improving cultural competency and reducing health disparities and termination. By being 

inclusive, Section III provides solutions, including improving communication, cultural 

competency facilitation, shared decision-making, and medical school curriculum 

modification, that could improve both medicine and health care. 

I. Health Disparities and the Role of Termination 

A. Health Disparities and Termination 

  The relationship between patient and physician is built on the medical knowledge 

physicians possess, the confidentiality of the relationship, and the mutual trust and 

respect each party has for each other. Additionally, with a widening demographic within 

medicine, culture will increasingly influence how relationships in health care are 

maintained and practiced. Thus, this section will first introduce (and expound upon in 

later sections) the link between health disparities and termination due to a lack of cultural 

competency, then examine a physician’s duties to patients, and follow with a discussion 

on the reasons for termination and its effects on patients and health care. 

 Even with these rules of the physician-patient relationship, termination does occur 

(Crozer-Keystone Health System). There are multiple reasons why physicians terminate, 

including for legal protection or because of noncompliance and nonadherence. 

Termination may result from barriers to communication and bias. Termination leaves 
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patients less informed about health care and less trusting of their physician (Betancourt), 

making communication more difficult than it already is (Healthy People 2020). Patients 

are also less likely to participate in health care and more likely to be nonadherent or 

noncompliant with future treatments (Chesanow). Physicians’ implicit bias towards 

patients and their needs also leave patients receiving care not catered to their needs, 

thereby increasing the possibilities of nonadherence or noncompliance. Thus, health 

disparities may result from termination of the physician-patient relationship.  

 Cultural competency should help reduce health disparities by having physicians 

understand patients and their view points better. Using efficient communication and 

reducing implicit bias can provide patients with care better suited for their needs and 

lifestyle. This improves patient compliance and adherence to treatments and advice, 

reducing issues with health disparities and the subsequent need to terminate the 

physician-patient relationship. Thus, health disparities could result in part from patient 

termination due to a lack of cultural competency. Increasing cultural competency may 

improve a patient’s outcome. 

1. Physician Duties 

 The modern version of the Hippocratic Oath states physicians “remain a member 

of society, with special obligations to all my fellow human beings” (Johns Hopkins 

University). Upon agreement, these obligations begin when the physician-patient 

relationship forms and continues throughout treatment. An ethical and legal contract 

forms where the physician has the fiduciary duty to promote the patient’s health for his or 

her benefit. However, the patient must uphold his or her side. Ethically, the physician 

commits to providing the utmost respect to the patient’s welfare and best interests, 
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putting aside personal interests (American Medical Association (AMA)). Legally, the 

physician has an obligation to administer care competently, responsibly, respectfully, and 

compassionately. If, under any circumstances, the physician becomes lax in treating and 

caring for the patient, the physician becomes liable for medical malpractice (Snyder). 

 While physicians have duties to their patients, they can also legally terminate a 

physician-patient relationship. Terminating a patient requires physicians to follow a set of 

rules. For termination to occur, in the simplest of cases, physicians must notify the patient 

in certified writing that care will be terminated, giving the patient ample and reasonable 

time to secure new services. Once the patient secures a new physician or provider, the 

current physician should send the patient’s medical records (including a medical record 

release form and the termination letter) to the new provider. From the initiation of 

termination, every interaction and transaction, or lack thereof, should be recorded 

(Crozer-Keystone Health System, Texas Medical Association (TMA)). Once termination 

occurs, any treatment or medical advice given after this period may reestablish the 

physician-patient relationship. Any subsequent termination must follow the same 

procedural steps. Sample letters have been compiled and can be found in the appendix. 

 Although the practice of terminating the physician-patient relationship is legal 

under most conditions there are a few exceptions. Physicians looking to terminate should 

delay for an acute care patient, especially if the physician is the only practitioner within a 

reasonable distance. This includes patients with certain diseases who have certain 

treatment plans. The same is true for patients who are pregnant, especially for those in 

their second and third trimesters. These guidelines allow physicians to walk the fine line 

between termination and abandonment (Shepard).  
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2. Reasons for Termination and its Effects 

 The impact of the physician-patient relationship is profound. Patients are 

vulnerable, trusting the physician to heal them. A healthy physician-patient relationship is 

paramount to improved health outcomes and reduced medical cost (Chipidza, Weiss). 

Termination results in the opposite effects, representing an unhealthy physician-patient 

relationship. Termination affects health disparities because it can result in patients’ 

mistrust and disregard of physicians (Chipidza), leading to lower levels of patient 

satisfaction and compliance in future medical interactions. The decrease in satisfaction 

and compliance will diminish the quality of health care, potentially increasing health 

disparities. Thus, reasons for terminating the physician-patient relationship and its effects 

could shed light on health disparities. 

 To properly address health disparities that may result from termination, we must 

understand the situation. Medical associations have a common list of grounds for 

terminating the physician-patient relationship. Termination criteria includes: treatment 

nonadherence (reported 23.6% of the time) (the patient fails to follow treatment plans or 

chronically abuse themselves), follow-up nonadherence (63.4%) (the patient repeatedly 

fails to show or cancel follow ups and appointments), office policy nonadherence (2.4%) 

(the patient continuously visits other health care providers for prescriptions and refills 

against advice from the primary physician, are drug-seeking, or are dissatisfied with 

treatment or care provided), verbal abuse (10.6%) (the patient or guardian of the patient is 

rude to physician and office personnel, uses improper language, is difficult and disruptive 

or violent, threatens themselves or staff, is seductive, and overall noncompliant), 

nonpayment (the patient owes payment and refuses to work with the office to fix the 
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situation), and falsification of medical history (the patient purposely falsifies symptoms 

and history) (Beck, Lippman, Shepard, Santoso). These criteria pertain to noncompliant, 

nonadherent, and difficult patients.  

 With noncompliant, nonadherent, and difficult patients, a survey by Consumer 

Report in 2011 reported that the number one physician concern was that patients do not 

take their advice or follow their treatments (Chesanow). This lack of compliance greatly 

reduces the efficiency of physicians in promoting health. Complicating matters, 

physicians and patients may not share the same goal, patients may not fully trust the 

physician’s advice (and may relate more to medical knowledge from unreliable sources), 

regimens may be too complicated or are unsuccessfully explained, or care may be 

fragmented and difficult (Chesanow). These factors reduce the quality of care that 

patients can receive and increase the prevalence of health disparities, especially in 

minority patients. Termination of these noncompliant, nonadherent, and difficult patients 

could potentially leave many individuals without proper or sufficient health care, 

perpetuating health disparities.  

 Physicians also terminate patients for legal reasons. If the patient has not taken 

steps to improve his or her health after countless interventions by the physician, the 

physician does have grounds to terminate the relationship (Texas Medical Association). 

Physicians do not want to be labeled negligent. A physician is negligent if the physician 

fails in his or her duty to the patient, or if the physician has violated the professional code 

of ethics set by his or her regulatory body (Halperin). While patient negligence would 

beat a professional liability action (Eoff v Hal and Charlie Peterson Foundation), 
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physicians would rather protect themselves from litigation and damages. Thus, physicians 

may terminate the physician-patient relationship to avoid legal action.  

B. Barriers to Cultural Competency as a Reason for Termination 

 The increasing racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic demographic shift of the United 

States calls for a health care system of providers equipped to approach patients’ beliefs 

and their understanding of health. Failing to address this issue will deepen disparities 

within health care for minority groups (Betancourt). The population of the United States 

cannot be divided among specific health lines; the variation between and within cultures 

and subcultures could potentially influence treatment and care. Although many aspects of 

human physiology are similar across cultures, there is a large enough difference in 

cultural influences on health to require an increase in cultural competency for minority 

groups. Similar symptoms among patients do not warrant similar treatment plans; 

different patients do not always fit the same treatments. Current health care methodology 

and practices have been slowly moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach to treating 

patients. To respond to the increasing disparities, the field of medicine should increase 

cultural competency. This subsection defines and explains cultural competency and 

assesses the barriers to cultural competency. 

1. Definition 

 While there is no universal definition of cultural competency, this section defines 

cultural competency as used in this thesis and explains the reason for using this 

definition. Some have defined cultural competency as a method to “balance quality, 

improve equity, and reduce disparities by specifically improving care for people of color 

and other disadvantaged populations” (Saha). Others have defined cultural competency as 
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the ability of health care “to understand and respond effectively to the cultural and 

linguistic needs brought by patients to the health care encounter” (Johnson, R.). The 

common ground between differing definitions requires that health care professionals 

comprehend their own culture, from their ethnic culture to their professional culture, so 

that they can relate and adjust accordingly to a patient’s culture (USDHHS). This thesis 

defines cultural competency as the ability of a health care system to provide proper and 

tailored care to patients from a wide range of cultural, social, and ethnic needs, including, 

but not limited to, values, beliefs, and behaviors regarding health (Betancourt). Culture is 

a collective pattern of learned beliefs and behaviors, such as thoughts, values, customs, 

communications, interactions, roles, relationships, and practices of a group. A group is 

defined and influenced by ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic status, occupation, 

nationality, physical and mental ability, etc. (Lenhoff, Robins). 

 This definition of culture is intentionally broad. A group of people cannot just be 

defined by ethnicity, race, or nationality alone. Culture is beyond physical attributes. It 

encompasses psychological, social, and personal attributes as well. Cultural competency 

reflects a movement away from one-size-fits-all medicine; it represents the possession of 

cultural knowledge, respect for cultural differences, and the ability to utilize skills 

efficiently and effectively in cross-cultural situations. Equivalently, it has shown 

improvements in understanding and treating culturally and linguistically different patients 

by reducing organizational, structural, and clinical barriers that may impede care 

(Betancourt, USDHHS). It also institutionalizes appropriate practices for an increasingly 

shifting demographic (Brach).  
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2. Barriers to Cultural Competency 

 Patients and physicians experience significant barriers to cultural competency. 

This section aims to understand those barriers. While this thesis does not discuss all 

barriers to cultural competency, it does identify two key barriers: communication and 

implicit bias. By addressing these barriers, the potential to improve cultural competency 

and reduce health disparities significantly increases. 

a. Communication Barriers  

 The act of communication, both verbal and nonverbal, is a key pillar in 

developing and maintaining a physician-patient relationship. In an extremely diverse 

population, clear and effective communication can be slightly strained and lacking; the 

differences in culture cannot be downplayed. Barriers relate to building rapport, 

language, and sociocultural differences.  

 When physicians feel unable to build rapport with minority-culture patients 

through lack of proper training, language barriers, or communication issues, it influences 

the quality of physician-patient communication (Betancourt, Weissman). Physicians have 

reported diminishing effectiveness in providing care for minority culture patients as 

compared to providing care for majority-culture patients (Ferguson, Schouten). 

Unfamiliarity places physicians in a role of uncertainty. In familiar cases, similar factors 

and symptoms may warrant similar treatments, prescriptions, and medical advice. A 

patient that does not follow this mold requires different treatments, prescriptions, and 

medical advice unfamiliar to the physician. Minority status may also play a part. Minority 

culture patients may be less verbal and assertive in a medical setting than their majority 

culture counterparts (Schouten). This is due to many minority cultures placing physicians 
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on a pedestal, taking the physician’s words and treatments at face value without any 

significant input. Physician unfamiliarity and patient passivity leaves both sides of the 

physician-patient relationship confused on how to properly initiate a relationship. On one 

hand, the minority culture patient may take a passive role, relaying only the most basic of 

symptoms and issues and taking the physician’s orders at face value without raising 

concerns that could affect how they handle the treatment. On the other hand, physicians 

treating minority patients may not be sure how direct or interactive they can be with their 

patient, affecting how they provide treatment. In either case, this barrier to cultural 

competency only serves to increase the risks and health disparities for minority cultures. 

 Language also affects health care outcomes. Language can constitute a barrier 

because culture encompasses language as its vehicle of expression. Without an 

understanding of language, or the ability to understand (through interpreters), physicians 

can be at a loss. Language is especially vital in today’s medical field with 27% of patients 

requiring an interpreter (Zabar). Differences in language may lead to miscommunication 

and adverse effects because of misunderstandings, frustration, and incapability of shared 

decision-making (Levin, Krauss-Mars, August, Cave). Logically, understanding the 

patient’s concerns through proper use of language or interpreters, eliciting a patient’s 

health beliefs, and being aware and understanding of cultural barriers is a vital part of a 

visit (Zabar). Doing so opens the patient’s trust and comfort in the physician, leading to 

higher levels of compliance and health outcomes. From there, communication that 

involves explanations (through pictures or interpreters), listening, avoiding medical 

jargon, repeating patient concerns, and checking comprehension (Jensen, Levinson, 

Harmsen) often lead to higher levels of patient comprehension and improved overall care. 
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The importance of good physician communication skills should not be undersold 

(August, Wiking, Fernandez, Hooper). Being able to communicate well and 

understanding culture competently through communicating could improve health care 

outcomes across ethnicities. This will only decrease misunderstanding, noncompliance, 

and diminishing health within minority cultures. 

 Differing sociocultural viewpoints of illness and disease also create 

communication breakdown. Misunderstandings are common between individuals who do 

not share the same religion, norms, and values (Dyregrov, Gerlach, Harmsen, Butow, 

Suurmond, Villagran). A physician-patient relationship would already be unstable at its 

initiation if differing cultural viewpoints and understandings exist. The simplest way to 

resolve that issue is to find common ground and build a relationship from there. Multiple 

reports state cultural competency and mutual understanding within patient-centered care 

are important objectives (Cave, Gerlach, Kleinman, Wiking, Harmsen). Moreover, 

understanding the current health care system, making appointments, or visiting 

specialized doctors for specific ailments, can be the opposite of a patient-friendly process. 

Lack of knowledge leads to unsatisfactory communication outcomes and frustration, 

possibly resulting in misunderstanding and unintentional noncompliance (Cave, 

Dyregrov, Gerlach, Brugge, Wiking, Suurmond, Villagran, Rosenberg). Recognizing 

these shortfalls would reduce miscommunications, improve comprehension and 

compliance, and reduce health disparities.   

 Physicians should also look to understand that their medical culture, often infused 

with their own cultural values and beliefs, differs from their patients. For instance, many 

minority cultures value physicians who also communicate issues and concerns with 
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family members because many minority culture patients view familial support as 

important in fighting illness and disease (Cave). However, physicians rarely recognize 

the value placed on familial communication (Ali). Patients who do not understand the 

cultural needs of the physician could end up becoming noncompliant and unresponsive to 

treatment. Physicians who do not understand the cultural needs of the patient may end up 

with poorly defined treatment plans and execution. This results in diminishing returns on 

health care outcomes, increasing noncompliance, misunderstandings, and perpetuated 

health care disparities. 

b. Implicit Bias 

 Bias is another barrier to cultural competency. The values one person holds within 

his or her private life can easily seep into their professional life and influence their 

decisions. The same applies to physicians. This subsection will first define bias, followed 

by a discussion on bias, the effects of bias within medicine, and an examination of 

stress’s influences on bias. 

 Bias is the negative evaluation of another group, either explicitly or implicitly 

(Blair). Explicit bias occurs when an individual actively evaluates a group. Implicit bias 

is unconscious, unaware, and unintentional attitudes or stereotypes that influence and 

affect an individual’s perceptions and decisions, favorable and unfavorable (Staats, 

Rudman). Implicit bias is an issue because stereotypes, attitudes, and prejudices are 

difficult to change once ingrained within our unconsciousness. It is more difficult to 

change when biases are often reinforced and evidence against stereotypes, attitudes, and 

prejudices are disregarded over time (The Joint Commission (TJC), Gregg). Implicit bias 

affects the physician’s ability to relate to the patient beyond assumptions of the patient 
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and the patient’s culture. Implicit bias could then increase the negative impacts on 

individual health and health disparities because physicians are less likely to use different 

solutions to treat patients that fit certain cultures and symptoms.  

 When given the Implicit Association Test (IAT), many physicians exhibited 

significant pro-white bias (Green). However, this issue goes beyond race and ethnicity. 

Studies have recorded bias against other cultures, such as cultures based on health issues. 

One example includes obesity where obese people were labeled with culturally negative 

stereotypes (“bad,” “stupid,” “lazy,” “worthless”) (Greenwald, Chapman). Other studies 

considered gender bias where women are often culturally slighted with treatment options 

compared to men with similar issues (such as knee arthroplasty surgery or hip surgery) 

because men are stereotypically seen as more likely to utilize these parts of their bodies 

for activity (Hawker). Implicit bias also targets gender, socioeconomic status, education 

level, etc. Implicit biases can overtly influence how a physician diagnoses and acts with 

patients, subsequently affecting how patients perceive their provider’s actions and how 

patients behave and decide on their treatment and overall health care (Ryn, Institute of 

Medicine (IOM), Chapman). 

 Stressful conditions, such as time pressure and uncertainty, can perpetuate 

implicit bias because it allows physicians to be more efficient during inpatient care 

(Chapman, Tversky, Croskerry). Physicians are trained with information that generalizes 

about populations. In one study of cognitive and external stressors and their effects on 

implicit bias, the high risk and demand physicians often experience diminishes high-

quality and impartial care (Johnson, T.). These stressors leave physicians relying on 

heuristics, which include bias and stereotyping, to make quick decisions (Croskerry, 
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Burgess). Under these stressful conditions, physicians may still implicitly link 

compliance and preference with white individuals, overtly affecting patient care (Sabin). 

While implicit bias cannot be entirely removed from the physician-patient relationship, 

acknowledging it and its effects, even under stressful conditions, can improve treatment 

and patient compliance while reducing health disparities. If implicit bias is not 

acknowledged, it will continue to impact health disparities.  

C. Vaccination as a Case Study 

 Health disparities encompasses a broad term within the United States’ medical 

agenda. While the United States has progressed the improvement of health, health 

disparities, economic, racial, ethnic, and social influences, among others, still affect 

distributions of health. The case of vaccination is similar. This section begins by 

addressing vaccine disparities and termination because of these disparities, followed by 

an introduction of anti-vaxxers and other unvaccinated populations. The subsequent 

subsections discuss vaccine disparities within the barriers of cultural competency and 

termination because of these disparities. 

 While the Vaccines for Children (VFC) program has significantly improved 

immunity, disparities remain (National Adult and Influenza Immunization Summit 

(NAIIS)). The same issue arises for adults, with disparities for adult immunization 

persisting, if not widening (NAIIS). Adult immunization consistently miss current 

immunization targets by Healthy People 2020, with even a larger disparity for minority 

groups (Lu). Studies by the National Immunization Survey (NIS) have shown 

immunization gaps to be wider between non-Hispanic Whites and both Hispanics and 

non-Hispanic Blacks while gaps between non-Hispanic Whites and Asians narrow 
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(Barker, Chu). What has been said for general health disparities can be said within the 

context of vaccines. These vaccine disparities go beyond racial and ethnic differences, 

influenced by also other aspects of culture, such as socioeconomic elements, education, 

attitudes, gender, sex, and inclination toward health care and vaccination, and care 

received (Lu). As such, vaccination disparity offers a useful case study. 

 The current coverage of the anti-vaxxer movement would suggest that the 

movement is highly influential in the current vaccination disparities. Although this 

movement has been vocal about reducing, limiting, or removing vaccinations from their 

children’s health care, there are other cultural aspects to consider. As defined in section 

B, culture is a broad collective in characterizing an individual’s understanding of the 

world. Therefore, other aspects of an individual’s life also affect how health care is 

perceived and practiced, including within a vaccination context.  

 In using vaccination as a case study, this thesis will delve deeper into 

understanding cultural competency and how it can help reduce health disparities and 

termination. The case study will look to the hypothetical and potential effects of cultural 

competency rather than a definite claim of its effects on health disparities and 

termination. While the discussions in this section can apply to adult vaccination 

disparities, the primary focus will be on children vaccination. The following subsections 

discuss how the barriers to cultural competency affect vaccine disparities and the role of 

termination. 

1. Vaccinations as Influenced by Vaccine Disparities and Termination 

 Termination can occur in any aspect of medicine, including vaccination. Failing 

to immunize children could be, controversially, defined as noncompliance, nonadherence, 
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and difficult in the eyes of the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) and physicians 

overall (Diekema). These noncompliant patients include anti-vaxxers and unvaccinated 

patients alike. The AAP has been fully supportive of universal immunization and strongly 

advises parents to opt in (Diekema). Childhood immunization and protection has slowed 

and reversed progress in some cases, however, with this rise of the anti-vaccine 

movement and reports of unvaccinated individuals (Wolfe). Interestingly, it has only 

been recently that physicians and practices have been terminating the physician-patient 

relationship for failing to vaccinate (Nulty). 

 According to a study on parental refusal of vaccinations, 39% of pediatricians 

would terminate a physician-patient relationship if a patient refused all vaccines and 

another 28% would terminate a physician-patient relation if the patient refused selected 

vaccines (Flanagan-Kylgis). These numbers indicate termination that occurs even after 

physicians attempt to educate patients on the importance and necessity of vaccination 

(Diekema). In many vaccination cases, physicians must consider: 1) whether the parents’ 

decisions constitute medical neglect and should be reported, 2) whether parental 

decisions put other individuals at risk enough to justify intervention, and 3) how to 

respond accordingly to parents who refuse vaccination (Diekema). For these reasons 

alone, many physicians may look to terminate a physician-patient on the grounds of 

noncompliance, nonadherence, and difficulty in the context of vaccination.  

 Low vaccination rates can lead to health issues and disparities that leave 

physicians liable for preventable issues (Halperin). Additionally, the delay and lack of 

vaccination has been linked to patient neglecting vaccinations (Bakir). Several factors 

affect whether the parents’ decisions will place their children in situations where they can 
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be harmed and reflect medical neglect. These factors include the probability of 

contracting the disease, the consequences of morbidity or mortality, and the prevalence of 

disease within the community (Diekema). While physicians can educate patients on the 

value and necessity of vaccination, patients can still refuse vaccines for their children. 

Consequently, practices have now provided refusal-to-vaccinate forms created by the 

AAP for parents to properly defer vaccines (Diekema, Nulty). The forms protect 

physicians from liability and negligence lawsuits. 

 Despite support from the CDC and AAP for universal immunization, termination 

should not be the primary action if a family refuses or defers immunization. Physicians 

play a vital role in public health by education and information. Differences of opinion 

and subsequent termination undermine their role. If anything, termination can lead to 

more division, no communication with the family in question, and greater risk for the 

public’s health (Healy). While termination of the physician-patient relationship does 

occur, physicians should reconsider termination of patients if they are noncompliant, 

nonadherent, or difficult towards vaccinations. Not everything in health care, especially 

for vaccination disparities, can be taken at face value; patient concerns may differ from 

physician concerns. 

2. Vaccinations as Influenced by Communication Barriers 

 The uncertainty physicians may face when dealing with unvaccinated or anti-

vaccination patients warrants a discussion on communication. The failure to vaccinate 

may come from differences in the language spoken, especially by a minority culture. 

English can be hard to translate, especially if English is spoken figuratively. For example, 

an English-speaking child may translate an idiom, such as “let the cat out of the bag,” as 
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literally letting the cat out of the bag. Likewise, a message of vaccination from the child’s 

parents can accidently be translated to a message of anti-vaccination or incorrectly 

translate vaccination schedules, leading to patient frustration and continued disparities. 

Failing to understand complex medications (i.e. type of vaccinations and their effects) 

and regimes (amount of vaccines and when to get them) are reasons for patients to ignore 

physicians and vaccination schedules (Jimmy et. al.). From the patient’s side, maybe the 

child poorly translates the family’s concerns, wishes, cultural beliefs, and socioeconomic 

issues, leading to inadequate information for the physician to consider before treatment. 

Most nonconformity from medical standards comes from the omission of certain orders 

(or vaccines) (Jimmy). Additionally, some patients may not be versed in the workings of 

the health care system. The same is plausible for the uses and effects of vaccinations. 

Maybe the family does not understand the properties of vaccination or how vaccination 

works. Maybe physicians are not clear in communicating the effects of and reasons for 

the specific vaccine (Bakir). Studies have shown that 40-60% of all patients were unable 

to recount their physician’s orders and information 10-80 minutes after given that 

information (Meichenbaum, Ley). Attempts to educate the family without proper 

communication could result in a difficult transfer of information and retention.  

 Dealing with anti-vaxxers also requires open and proper lines of communication. 

Although the reasons for anti-vaccination may vary among individuals within the 

movement, attempts to understand their stance and to implement educational dialogue 

can also assist in reducing health disparities. Whatever the case, the effects of inadequate 

communication can lead to noncompliance and nonadherence to vaccination schedules, 

resulting in perpetuated vaccine disparities. 
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3. Vaccinations as Influenced by Implicit Bias 

 As suggested by The Joint Commission, understanding a patient’s culture and 

treating them as individuals can help a physician differentiate and respect the differences 

that can occur through implicit biases, leading to improved health care (TJC). Consider 

the case of a recently immigrated first-generation minority family consisting of two 

working parents with less than a high school education speaking broken English. After 

some time in America, the family finally comes into a majority culture physician’s office 

for an emergency, and the physician notices the family does not have a complete vaccine 

schedule for their children or themselves. The physician may blame the immigrants for 

ignoring public health decrees, intentionally opting out of vaccinations, or being part of 

the anti-vaccination movement. Looking beyond the implicit bias that the physician 

resorted to, there are possible reasons for the family’s disregard. First, consider the 

parent’s broken English. As discussed in earlier sections, this language barrier could 

result in children having to translate conversations for their parents and, in some cases, 

have literal translations when figurative language is used. What if the children cannot 

translate? This leaves the parents as the primary communicators. With broken English, 

the patient’s comprehension and discussion of issues and concerns is limited. Considering 

the level of education of the parents, maybe they are just not aware of the importance and 

value of vaccinations, potentially even fearing vaccinations. It is possible that this family 

came from a country that does not place as high a value on vaccination as the United 

States does and their lifestyle reflects that culture. What they know of vaccination and 

medicine is potentially limited, especially with the education they have. It is also possible 
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that with such education levels they are easily swayed by incorrect sources of medical 

information, leading to higher rates of unvaccinated family members. Studies have 

connected the lack of knowledge of immunization schedules and misinterpretations of 

vaccination effects to vaccine disparities, especially in minority cultures (Larson). 

Combine that with the inefficient communication, and the rates of vaccination disparities 

increases. What about beyond communication and education? What if the family is not 

intentionally disregarding vaccination but instead does not have the resources to get 

vaccinations? First, the family visited this physician because of an emergency after a long 

period. It is plausible that the family does not regularly see the physician, especially for 

things like vaccines (which require regular visits), limiting their exposure to only 

emergencies. The possibilities behind that can vary, especially socioeconomically. For 

one, both parents work and the possibility of taking off work to get their children or 

themselves vaccinated is slim, especially when taking off work may mean choosing 

between rent, utilities, and food. Maybe this family cannot receive vaccinations because 

their jobs do not offer insurance coverage for vaccination, or maybe they lack insurance 

in the first place. Maybe this family just cannot afford to vaccinate over keeping the 

family housed, clothed, and fed.  

 Anti-vaxxers, on the other hand, may not have the same cultural issues as this 

hypothetical family. In their case, their culture of disregarding vaccines comes more from 

issues with education on vaccines, not being convinced of the importance and effects of 

vaccines, fear of the adverse effects of vaccines, upholding religious and cultural beliefs, 

or complex and multiple exposures to vaccines (Jimmy et. al). Physicians should still 

look to have common ground and avenues to speak from for both kinds of patients who 
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are not vaccinated. Whatever the case, it is more likely that minority families lack 

vaccinations for other cultural issues than for intentionally disregarding vaccines, as some 

would suspect. 

*** 

 Health disparities could result in part from patient termination due to a lack of 

cultural competency. Two key barriers to cultural competency are communication 

barriers and implicit bias. Vaccination offers a useful case study. 

II. Benefits of Cultural Competency 

 Health care experts swear by the beneficial relationship between cultural 

competency and its positive effects on quality of care and eliminating disparities 

(Betancourt). The value placed on cultural competency has led to a call for integrating 

cultural competency into medical education, systemic practices, and clinical methodology 

(Betancourt). There is a lack of literature explicitly connecting cultural competency and 

health disparities. This section argues that cultural competency can reduce health 

disparities. It discusses the parallels between race-concordant physician-patient 

relationships (where physicians and patients share the same race) and culturally-sensitive 

physician-patient relationships, language, and patient outcomes. 

 Illness itself and how it is understood, experienced, explained, and treated is 

culturally dependent (Kleinman). Thus, cultural competency is appealing because it can 

influence how patients react to diagnoses, manage emotions, and negotiate treatments 

(Descours). That interpersonal relationship that arises from two parties understanding 

each other’s values and beliefs provides substantial ground of being one a major 

component of a patient’s health care (Manning-Walsh). By being able to build that 
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cultural connection, patients and physicians can share information and knowledge, 

determine a diagnosis, develop the necessary treatment plan, and provide resources to 

execute that plan together (Beach). Misunderstandings can occur because of varying 

beliefs, values, and viewpoints of illness in the physician-patient relationship. 

Understandably, differences in culture can explain difficulties in a physician-patient 

relationship and the communication that occurs within that relationship. Simply, cultural 

competency can influence a patient’s compliance to treatment and care.  

 Additionally, cultural competency advocates a patient-centered care model. 

Patient-centered care provides patients with an active role in consultations, discussions, 

and shared decision-making. Differing cultures can be melded together through shared-

decision making, allowing for care and cultural competency to be elevated (Descours). 

Patient-centered care facilitates communication and allows understanding from both 

parties, improving rapport and health outcomes. Patient-centered communication is 

equally important in dealing with differing cultural beliefs on illness and disease because 

it needs physicians and patients to act together on shared decisions. Having an open 

attitude, empathy (Hooper, Meeuwesen, Seijo, Shapiro), trust (Ge), and respect also 

provides leaps and bounds in communication and comprehension of differing cultures. At 

the same time, patient-centered care allows physicians to understand the patient’s cultural 

viewpoints, beliefs, and values to reach a solution and plan for treatment (Descours). In 

many cases, patient-centered care is successful when physicians see patients as equal 

partners in maintaining patient health and building stronger and healthier relationships 

(Epstein). Finding common ground through shared decisions allow physicians and 

patients to develop understanding and improve healing and health care (Epstein, Engel). 
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The more a patient understands the choices and treatments suggested and has the power 

to implement those treatments through shared decisions, the greater the chance of patient 

compliance and treatment retention. In the case of cultural competency, by framing 

comprehension and action within the patient’s culture and beliefs, patients are more 

likely to comply with treatments, reducing health disparities.   

 Another aspect to cultural competency is the role of physicians in minority 

cultures and how they interact within their culture. Many studies have shown that patients 

within a minority group prefer to consult physicians from within the same minority 

group. Race-concordant physician-patient relationships allow understanding between 

physicians and patients. Additionally, the case for a culturally competent medical force 

has been consistently compared to a race-concordant physician-patient relationship 

(where both physician and patient are the same race), especially with the higher ratings of 

patient participation and overall rating of care (Cooper, Komaromy). As such, if health 

care can consistently improve interactions with patients, it is possible to improve the 

health care provided.  

 However, very little literature reports on the number of these minority physicians 

and whether they focus caregiving to those within their own communities (Komaromy). 

A study by Dr. Miriam Komaromy examined the role of minority physicians within their 

communities, particularly the role of African American and Hispanic physicians. The 

study showed a huge disparity in care for minorities. Black physicians, in communities 

that were controlled for racial and ethnic makeup, cared for 25% more black patients than 

other doctors. In similarly controlled environments, Hispanic physicians cared for 21% 

more Hispanic patients than other physicians. We must consider the number of minority 
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physicians and race concordant visits. Countless studies have shown that the physician 

workforce is lacking diversity (Betancourt, Komaromy, Wear). Thus, with the current 

number of physicians and the amount of minority patients requiring care, having a 

workforce that is competent in cultural differences, regardless if a physician is the same 

ethnicity or cultural practice as the patient, would improve patient access to competent 

care. Increasing the number of culturally competent physicians would correspondingly 

increase the number of doctors that could effectively treat minority patients, increase 

patient turnout rates, and reduce health disparities that plague these minority cultures.  

 Improving quality of care is always a goal of health care. One way to improve 

care through cultural competency is to extend physician language abilities outside of their 

own language. The benefit of being able to be culturally competent to the point of 

understanding and speaking another language is momentous. Greater fluency of a 

language is strongly associated with higher ratings of care and patient health 

improvements and satisfaction (Fernandez). The use of language allows for clearer 

communication and understanding for physicians to diagnose and communicate 

instructions and for patients to relay symptoms and communicate concerns. Even having 

some common phrases of greetings and basic conversation starters in a patient’s mother 

tongue provides patients a greater sense of ease and comfort (Brugge, O’ Leary). This 

sense of ease facilitates trust and respect between physician and patients, improving 

patient compliance and comprehension of health care and health, ultimately reducing 

health disparities.  

 Understanding language can also reduce cultural assumptions and expectations 

that may arise as barriers to those who do not speak the language. Studies have shown a 
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lack of language proficiency between either party leaves patients with lower ratings and 

satisfaction of care (Baker). By being able to communicate effectively, quality of care 

improves significantly. Because culture also includes language, cultural competency 

should enable increased dialogue between physicians and patients. These dialogues can 

put physicians and patients on common ground and provide clear avenues of discussions. 

Comprehensible communication between increasingly diverse cultures, whether ethnic or 

professional, is key in maintaining effective health care. Without proper communication, 

cultural competency would not be achievable, much less effective. The benefit of 

culturally competent communication would improve health care across-the-board. 

Effective cross-cultural communication provides positive energy toward emotional and 

physical health, reducing anxiety and pain (Stewart). By improving communication 

through cultural competencies, we can improve health care and reduce disparities. 

 If health experts swear by the impact of cultural competency on health disparities 

(Betancourt), the same consequences should be visible for disparities in vaccination. 

Concordant relationships influence community vaccination, with parents who visit 

community health centers more likely to vaccinate their children (69 vs. 20%) than 

parents who visit hospitals (Bakir). Patients who visit community health centers may be 

treated by physicians who understand the family’s issues, may prefer being near the 

community for comfort (for access to translator and family), or may require more 

financial assistance in treatments (including vaccines) provided by the center. Patients 

who visit hospitals may be treated by a diverse physician population that cannot easily 

relate to patient concerns, may not have a community to turn to for health issues, or have 

turned to the hospital as a last resort.  This difference suggests that culturally sensitive 
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and relevant education and relationship plays a huge role in vaccination (Bakir). A family 

who connects to a physician who understands the family’s culture, values, socioeconomic 

issues, and comprehension of medicine is more likely to adhere to vaccination advice 

than a family whose culture and beliefs are disregarded. Physicians often facilitate 

discussions on vaccinations with studies showing vaccination coverage highly associated 

with physician recommendations (Lu). Therefore, having a physician who acts on behalf 

of the patient, as opposed to a physician who acts on behalf of medical agendas alone, 

speaks volume to the patient. A shared language allows physicians and patients to express 

concerns and advice in the same manner, resulting in better retention of information. 

Vaccination is no different. What if the same family speaks English as a second language 

and relies on a child or broken English to translate. Along those lines, this family is 

bound to mistranslate or misunderstand instruction and advice. The family may translate 

the message that a vaccine is not needed right now to mean it is not necessary ever. Or 

maybe the family is trying to explain why they want a certain vaccine or opt out of a 

certain vaccine until a later time but instead receive the opposite results, infringing on 

patient autonomy. The act of shared communication can reduce such issues and improve 

upon vaccine disparities. Additionally, studies on the healthy immigrant effect 

(immigrants are more likely to be healthier than their native population) have shown that 

these families, especially if recently immigrated, are often healthier and more conscious 

in maintain their health (Kennedy). Collectively, framing comprehension and knowledge 

of cultural differences and communication within this case in a patient’s culture allows 

for increased compliance and adherence to vaccinations and vaccine schedules on 

common grounds, reducing vaccine disparities. 
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*** 

 Cultural competency advocates patient-centered care to provide patients an active 

role in the physician-patient relationship. The ratings of patient participation and patient 

care from cultural competency is comparable to the high ratings seen in race-concordant 

physician-patient relationships. Cultural competency can also extend physician language 

abilities, resulting in higher quality of care. 

III. Solutions 

 While many physicians would consider patient termination as a last resort issue, 

termination occurs for a several reasons, including a lack of cultural competency, which 

reduces patient exposure to medical advice. How can physicians and others in the 

medical profession reduce termination and improve medical care? Earlier sections 

described the benefits and consequences of cultural competency, especially in the efforts 

to reduce and eliminate disparities in health care. These efforts still need to pinpoint 

effective strategies and methods to increase cultural competency. Legislators have asked 

what policies to implement. Administrators have asked what changes to managed health 

care organizations and hospitals to make. Academicians have asked whether to alter the 

medical school curriculum. Providers have asked what practices to adopt. Every single 

aspect of medicine is asking. The next step is to figure out the answer. 

 This section will first examine improvements in communication followed by a 

discussion on improved facilitations. It explores increasing shared decision-making third. 

Rounding out the four-pronged approach is the modification of medical school 

curriculum. Each subsection will end by applying its solution to vaccination. This 

approach provides the medical field with multiple avenues to address cultural 
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competency, reduce health disparities (especially for minority cultures), and minimize 

termination. 

A. Improve Communication 

 Communication is a broad term describing the transfer of information, including 

methods of expression that go beyond conversations. This section explains 

communication improvement within medicine through use of narratives and basic 

strategies to improve and enhance the physician-patient relationship. 

1.  Narratives 

 One way to effectively improve communication and empower patients in both 

majority and minority populations is through storytelling narratives (Murphy). Narratives 

are patient’s unique stories and expressions, filled with implicit and explicit messages 

used to understand events, relationships, locations, and experiences (Goddu). Narratives 

allow novel information to be processed by individuals (Hinyard, Rappaport), especially 

for those who often have lower health literacy (Kreuter), because it allows individuals to 

explain medical information in their own words. They are then more likely to understand 

and comply with treatments. Narratives also develop trust and rapport (Williams, L.); 

patients can be vulnerable with physicians, allowing physicians an opportunity to see into 

the patient’s life, understand the patient’s concerns, and implement treatments 

accordingly. Narratives are not limited to patient storytelling alone; narratives also 

include patient’s expressions through acting, role-playing, performances, testimonials, 

television, film, books, essays, memoirs, dance, and music (Goddu). 

 Minority patients have used narrative story-telling to empower themselves 

throughout diabetes treatment and regimen and to improve self-care and shared decision-
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making between physicians and patients (Goddu). Current literature reports significant 

diabetes intervention improvements in minority communities such as the Hispanic 

community with novellas (Millan-Ferro) and the African-American community through 

story telling (Peek). Narratives improve self-care because they create an environment 

where diabetes patients can learn information and practices, explore regimen and 

schedules, build rapport with other individuals experiencing similar health issues, and 

communicate with their physicians (Goddu). Other minority cultures are expected to have 

similar improvements with other symptoms and medical issues. 

 Narratives allow patients to interact at the sociocultural level and result in a more 

culturally representative understanding of an individual’s health and his or her role in 

health care (Larkey). Without narratives patients may resist instructions and messages. 

Narrative approaches incorporate patient’s stories, promoting similarities within the 

narrative and the patient’s actual experiences. This connection leads to empathy and 

relatability between the narrative and the patient, promoting the patient’s willingness to 

learn and adopt treatments (Goddu). Because patients are able to tell their story and their 

perspective, the use of narratives can reduce health disparities by improving cultural 

competency between physicians and patients, minimizing termination.  

2.  Strategies to Improve Communication 

 Of different strategies that can be used to improve communication and enhance 

the physician-patient relationship, proxemics provides an up-close approach. Proxemics 

is a method of communication that relies on fully active face-to-face communication. It is 

an effective tool for the physician to maintain active communication and to gauge the 

patient for any reaction to a diagnosis or treatment (Descours). It is difficult to imagine 
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giving health-related information over the phone and needing to gauge the patient for 

further explanation. Thus, face-to-face communication allows the physician to know if 

further elaboration or reassurance is needed, shaping the consultation to the patient. As 

earlier sections have shown, more responsive communication can improve the patient’s 

quality of care. This sort of communication promotes active listening and, in turn, active 

communication, making sure both parties are on the same page. Proxemics ensures the 

patient that the physician is actually paying attention to any concerns he or she may have. 

By showing investment in the patient’s health and actively offering comprehensible 

treatment plans, patient noncompliance substantially decreases, leaving less room for 

termination to occur and more room for health care improvement (Descours).  

 Studies have also suggested that active, effective communication not only 

improves a physician-patient relationship but also improves the emotional health of a 

patient, symptom resolution, functional and physiological status, and pain control 

(Stewart). Physicians should also ask questions that range beyond the information that the 

patient initially provided. These questions include the physical aspects of any health 

issues, feelings and concerns, comprehension issues, expectations and perceptions of 

treatment and side effects, and any other issue the patient may have. Again, active 

participation between both physician and patient is key. It makes patients feel as if their 

care is the utmost importance to the physician and that the physician understands their 

problem. 

 Connection is another strategy that improves the physician-patient relationship 

(Descours). Establishing rapport, providing support, and encouraging health all make 

patients feel better connected to physicians. Physicians achieve connection by relating to 
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the patient through non-medical issues such as sports, music, pop culture, etc. These sorts 

of attempts to connect with the patient demonstrate to patients a sense of care and 

humanity. Shared connections show patients that physicians are actively investing into 

the patient’s health. Connection also leads to partnership-building, allowing patients to 

serve their role in this physician-patient team in working towards a common goal (TJC). 

As a result, patients feel more obligated to maintain their health, listen to their physicians, 

and follow through on regimens (Descours). Thus, connection between physicians and 

patients reduces the potential of noncompliance, nonadherence, and difficulty on the 

patient’s behalf.  

 The physician-patient relationship is about building and maintaining trust 

(Descours). Transparency also improves a physician-patient relationship because trust, 

honesty, and consent all contribute to the patient’s willingness to work with the 

physician. A transparent relationship allows patients to understand their health in detail. 

By providing all the issues and facts in a physician-patient relationship, physicians can 

frame health care in a way where patients feel empowered to control their own outcomes, 

increasing the potential of compliance and overall health care and decreasing the 

potential of termination. Asking patients to review what they know about their conditions 

or health issues is one way to improve transparency and to ensure that patients are 

comfortable speaking on issues. Consent also serves as a medium for patients to grasp 

control over their own health. The idea of transparency relates back to a united 

relationship; a trustworthy relationship allows for higher rates of compliance and health 

care involvement, reducing health disparities and the potential for termination.  
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 Demonstrating empathy and emotions while increasing patient involvement also 

improves the physician-patient relationship. Seeing countless patients throughout a day 

can create a sense of cranking out patient after patient, but studies have shown the value 

of empathizing with each patient (Descours). By having empathy and emotions, 

physicians relate to patients and are authentic, bringing the patient into the relationship 

and medical encounter as an equal. In addition, the cognitive component of empathy and 

seeing an issue from the patient’s perspective have been shown to reduce bias, 

stereotypes, and prejudice. Physician empathy also improves patient satisfaction, 

increases patient self-efficacy, decreases emotional distress, improves compliance, and, 

again, improves overall quality of health care that a patient receives (TJC). Physicians 

who are attuned with their emotions during patient interactions have stronger bonds with 

patients individually and socially (TJC).  

 The observations apply with equal force to vaccines. Narratives can improve the 

physician-patient relationship and empower patients where other mediums, such as 

fortune tellers, have dismissed their claims as unwarranted. Consider a minority culture 

family. As seen in earlier discussions, family narratives promote an understanding of 

their situation and environment, to themselves and to physicians. For many minority 

cultures, it is plausible that their comprehension of medicine, the cost of medicine, the 

exposure to medicine, and the access to medicine all play a part in the narratives of being 

unvaccinated. The same can be said for anti-vaxxers. Their narratives matter as well. 

Considering what anti-vaxxers have experienced would teach physicians how these 

families have been affected and would allow some sympathy and understanding. 

Narratives develop trust, comprehension of issues, and positive health changes that could 
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ultimately reduce health disparities resulting from lack of vaccination or anti-vaccination. 

Looking to improve the dialogue between physicians, the unvaccinated, and anti-vaxxers 

can only lead to better self-care by the patient, complemented by a patient-centered care 

approach. For the unvaccinated, it may just be a matter of exposure and access to 

vaccines. For anti-vaxxers, proxemics, connection, and transparency can open dialogue 

and relationship, especially where anti-vaxxer patients have do not trust the system and 

the effects of vaccination. In many cases, proxemics, connection, and transparency can 

only improve health care for these families by opening up avenues of conversations 

between physicians and patients that can guide these families towards vaccination for 

their family.  

B. Improve Facilitation 

 The way the medical field operates at the organizational, systemic, and clinical 

levels influence the health care provided. While there are various recommendations for 

improving cultural competency, improving the facilitation of these operations require 

changes at the organizational, systemic, and clinical level. 

 Organizational cultural competency promotes qualified minorities in both 

advancements for positions in, and employments into, medicine (Betancourt). Programs 

should look to advance and to implement leadership programs for qualified, minority 

health care professionals because of the varied insight applicants may bring. 

Organizations can also recruit and hire minority health care personnel to promote the 

organizations’ mission and standards (Betancourt). While these individuals are qualified 

experts, this strategy provides a force of minority professionals that can improve and 

influence academia, government, and private industry with an understanding of health 
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care for minority populations. The effects of these individuals on organizational cultural 

competency is like the effects of race-concordant physician-patient relationships: higher 

ratings of care and compliance to health care because patient beliefs are understood. The 

effects of a culturally-sensitive individual should provide similar improvements in health 

facilitation. 

 Systemic cultural competency improves health care’s ability to monitor and 

improve quality of care by eliminating systematic and institutional barriers to health care 

(Betancourt). The goal of improving communication and improving systemic cultural 

competency is the same: to improve physician-patient communication. Systemic cultural 

competency differs from improving communication, however, by focusing on providing 

patients and physicians the ability to communicate, improving communication focuses on 

the physician-patient’s actual communication. Systemic cultural competency requires 

medical interpreters ranging from on-site interpreters, off-site/remote telephones, or 

simultaneous interpretations. Health information must reflect the appropriate levels of 

health literacy by population. Personnel should understand language proficiency and 

cultural norms and signage, programs of health promotion/education and disease 

prevention, instructions, etc. (Betancourt). Researchers should also systematically 

identify tools that can detect medical errors that arise from a lack of cultural competency. 

These include systemic errors that are caused by language barriers, misunderstanding 

medical and health educational and instructional efforts, and misinterpreting the risks and 

benefits of any regimen or procedures. The push for systemic cultural competency 

requires data collection to maintain proper record. Interpreters that understand medicine 

and that can translate information for a patient expedite the process of health care. As 
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seen in earlier sections, communication leads to higher quality of care and compliance by 

patients. It also provides patients with a better relationship with another medical 

personnel, improving compliance and health results. The systematic collection of data 

provides the medical field with the ability to track and record issues that arise from lack 

of cultural competency. The subsequent use of this data allows health care professionals 

to examine, evaluate, and execute plans that can reduce lack of cultural competency, 

decrease health disparities, and minimize the potential of termination. 

 Clinical cultural competency targets professionals’ abilities to notice and be aware 

of cultural differences of minority cultures and uses that information to best develop a 

regimen to promote recovery and a healthy patient (Betancourt). One strategy is 

implementing more cross-cultural training and professional development for personnel. 

These trainings should incorporate an increased awareness of minority health disparities, 

impact of minority culture on health decisions, development of strategies to address and 

assess minority culture health beliefs, and cross-cultural communication (Betancourt). At 

the baseline, health care providers should have a basic understanding of the different 

cultures of the community they serve and should avoid stereotyping. Health care 

providers should also recognize their implicit bias, use techniques to de-bias patient care, 

and practice evidenced-based medicine (Ryn). The effects of utilizing cultural 

competency in a clinical setting improves the physician-patient relationship, opening 

lines of communication that can ultimately improve a patient’s rate of care. As discussed 

earlier, communication and cultural competency improves compliance and adherence, 

increasing quality of health care (especially for minority culture patients), reducing health 

disparities, and minimizing the potential of termination.  
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 Another way to develop interventions to improve cultural competency is to 

understand implicit bias as a habit. Doing so allows physicians to become aware of their 

habits and, once aware, physicians can reduce their implicit bias (Green). Treating 

patients as individuals also lessen the impact of implicit bias and stereotypes. Specific 

information reduces the effects of implicit bias and stereotypes because it forces 

physicians to actively record patient information rather than relying on generalizations. 

Instead of giving each patient similar treatments and medications based on a set of shared 

symptoms, treating the patient as an individual allows medical care to be patient-specific, 

resulting in improved outcomes. Actively understanding implicit bias as a habit reduces 

noncompliance and nonadherence, minimizing the need for termination while promoting 

improvement of health care through cultural competency. 

 Improving cultural competency at the organizational, systemic, and clinical levels 

applies to vaccination too. In the case of unvaccinated patients, by promoting diversity 

within the medical profession, health care systems improve minority culture health by 

implementing plans and decrees that can provide minority cultures access to vaccination 

education and care. The use of interpreters improves communication. Interpreters would 

allow proper vaccine education and assurance in a patient’s mother tongue while 

improving health literacy for vaccinations. Improving data collection of vaccination 

disparities for minority cultures can identify vaccine deserts, regions where there is a lack 

of vaccinated population. Training physicians to rely less on implicit bias and to increase 

awareness of the cultural concerns of unvaccinated patients can improve cultural 

competency and health care for minority cultures. At the organizational, systematic, and 

clinical level of cultural competency, anti-vaxxers should not be allowed to influence 
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medical and scientific knowledge. Anti-vaxxers can be acknowledged and can raise 

concerns, but, as earlier sections have discussed, implementing anti-vaccination policy at 

the organizational level can damage the health of United States citizens. Vaccines have 

eradicated multiple diseases and limited the destructive powers of many others (Healy). 

Many claims of vaccines causing autism or other degenerative effects have also been 

disproven (Healy). Having anti-vaxxers influence health care could increase health 

disparities. Having individuals that can relate to anti-vaxxers can improve the health 

literacy of these individuals and their claims against vaccinations. Data collection on anti-

vaxxer locations can also allow for preparations of an epidemic outbreak. Physicians 

could increase trainings that incorporate an increased awareness of anti-vaxxer concerns, 

look to reduce the impact of low health literacy on health decisions, and develop 

strategies to address and assess health beliefs of anti-vaxxers. In any case, by addressing 

the various levels of cultural competency within medicine, we can reduce health 

disparities, improve compliance and adherence, and diminish the potential of termination.  

C. Improve Shared Decision-Making 

 Shared decision-making can also improve quality of care. In terms of solutions 

directed at the unvaccinated, the anti-vaccination movement, and reducing health 

disparities, shared decision-making is one of the most significant and influential 

practices. As a component of patient-centered care, shared decision-making establishes a 

partnership between physicians and patients that emphasizes the patient’s role in his or 

her own health maintenance as well as respects any wishes the patient may have (IOM). 

Shared decision-making includes three domains: information and educational sharing 

between patients and physicians, deliberation and discussion of pros and cons of 
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treatments, and decision-making that is both agreed upon by physician and patient 

(Charles). One concern is what constitutes as “shared” from both physician and patient 

perspectives. Patients often want a shared partnership with their physician, one where the 

relationship can be defined as “50-50” (Peek). Studies have shown, however, that 

physicians and patients approach their relationships differently from the definition of 

shared decision-making. For example, the patient may not share enough information, 

deliberation and discussion may be forced or dominated by the physician, or decision-

making is not truly shared and consented (Peek). 

 Shared decision-making avoids patient termination by generating positive health 

outcomes. Shared decision-making creates trust. Understandably, implicit bias, 

stereotyping, and racism negatively influences the trust a patient will have with a 

physician, detrimentally influencing shared decision-making and perpetuating health 

disparities. Studies have shown that facilitating the three domains of shared decision-

making increases trust within a physician-patient relationship can improve overall health 

care (Peek). Trust results in patients adopting more shared decision-making decisions, 

allowing patients to voice their preferences more freely (Peek). This trust allows 

physicians to provide more information, such as test results and overall health care notes, 

and to improve the quality of health care. Trust and its ability to facilitate shared 

decision-making has seen health care improvements across the board for all patients. 

These results can greatly influence the continued growth of health care and its quality for 

patients, increasing patient participation and overall health care while reducing the 

potential for termination. 
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 Shared decision-making improves vaccination outcomes. Imagine an 

unvaccinated family coming in for an emergency and the physician brings up 

vaccination. The physician proceeds to explain the pros and cons of vaccination, making 

sure the family understands the value of vaccines. Afterwards, the physician asks the 

family what they would like to do. Based on the effects of shared decision-making, it 

would seem reasonable that the family would opt in. Educating the family provides the 

knowledge and ability to make informed decisions. This shows the family the respect the 

physician has for them. Additionally, providing the pros and cons of vaccines builds the 

family’s trust in the physician and the physician’s vaccination suggestions. This trust 

allows the family and physician to approach vaccinations together, improving patient 

compliance and vaccination rates. Anti-vaxxers can also participate in shared decision-

making. While anti-vaxxers may be unwavering for vaccination education and 

vaccination choice, physicians actively participating in shared decision-making with them 

can improve health care. By showing the same level of respect to anti-vaxxers, it is 

possible to delve into their thought-process and understand their concerns. By educating, 

listening, and respecting anti-vaxxers similarly, health care (and potentially vaccination) 

physician-patient relationship can be improved. 

D. Modify Medical School Curriculum 

 Medical school curriculum should also emphasize cultural competency. Through 

a combination of scientific knowledge and human values, medical education is shifting 

towards a more humanistic and multicultural approach to medical care. The benefits of 
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such courses include a significant increase in health care quality improvement, especially 

with minority cultures (Boutin-Foster). 

 Cross-cultural education is an important addition to medical curriculum. Cross-

cultural education is vital to prepare physicians for treating culturally diverse patients 

(Zweifler). Cross-cultural education also improves the physician-patient relationship by 

improving communication and eliminating cultural and racial disparities in medicine 

(Williams, D.). Accreditation bodies of medical schools also back cross-cultural 

education as the future of medical training with standards placed to ensure growth and 

success (Liaison Committee on Medical Education Accreditation (LCME)). Cross-

cultural education creates the attitudes, knowledge, and skills necessary to improve the 

health of cultural minorities and eliminate health disparities. Focusing on a physician’s 

attitudes requires the physician to examine the patient through lenses of humility, 

empathy, awareness, sensitivity, and, most importantly, respect (Bobo). 

 Learning about a culture directly from the source provides physicians unparalleled 

exposure to a community (Betancourt). Oftentimes, this learning comes from patient 

interviews. Altering medical interviewing skills to fit a standardized approach allows 

physicians to be more aware of the similarities between the physician’s and the patient’s 

cultures and beliefs. This inductive approach to medicine makes patients the starting 

point for discovering their health issues rather than a deductive approach of broad rules 

and generalizations (Shapiro). The value and clinical applicability of the cross-cultural 

educational approach facilitates better treatment of wide demographics. Cross-cultural 

education provides physicians with the ability to strengthen his or her ability to learn and 

care for the patient (Betancourt). Having a learning-centered competency course can 
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motivate students to study other cultures while embracing their own cultures. Students 

could relate similarities between both cultures to find common ground to build a 

relationship. 

 Integrating cultural competency into curriculum raises the question of learned 

competency versus practiced competency. Learned competency is competency that is 

taught through literature and lecture (Wear). Practiced competency is competency that is 

experienced (Wear). While learned competency can provide more educational structure, 

cultural competency should be learned from experiences, not taught by a potentially 

biased educator. These experiences call upon physicians to ask themselves and their 

patients tough questions, take risks in extending their understanding, interrogate their 

own privileges and shortcomings in relations to the cultures in which they practice 

medicine, and commit themselves to social justice (Wear). Physicians can only learn so 

much about cultural competency from books and lectures; to truly get an immersive 

understanding of how cultures are and how cultures influence lifestyles, physicians 

should get to know the communities they serve. They should step out of their comfort 

zone and become one with the community. 

 Through modifying medical school curriculum, it is possible to train future 

physicians to approach patients who are unvaccinated or have opted out of vaccination. In 

the case of the unvaccinated patient, cultural competency education should teach that not 

every patient who is unvaccinated is an anti-vaxxer. Simply, the curriculum should 

encourage students to consider other factors when patients are unvaccinated. 

Additionally, the curriculum should relate the physician to the patient’s culture, both 

through immersion and through education. This relation would allow the physician to 
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truly appreciate and understand what patients go through to maintain their health, as well 

as give the physician the ability to treat and care for the patient at a higher rate. In the 

case of anti-vaxxers, cultural competency education should teach physicians to listen to 

and understand these patients and their viewpoint in maintaining their health. Respect 

should be given to these patients or they will choose to ignore or avoid any attempt at 

conversation. From there, physicians should educate these patients on the importance of 

vaccinations. Whatever the case, by educating physicians at the start of their medical 

school careers, it is possible to implement cultural competency practices that can 

influence patient health care indefinitely.  

*** 

 Increasing cultural competency can be accomplished by improving 

communication techniques, improving the facilitation of medical operations, improving 

shared decision-making, and modifying medical school curriculum.  

Conclusion 

 In targeting physician-patient relationship termination, this thesis analyzes how to 

decrease health disparities by increasing cultural competency. By examining health 

disparities related to termination, defining cultural competency and discussing the 

barriers that impede the growth of cultural competency, and explaining the issue with a 

vaccination case study, this thesis aimed to streamline a comprehensible connection 

between cultural competency, termination, and health disparities.  

 Health disparities continue to be a problem in the United States. Although 

eliminating these disparities is a major goal of Congress and health advocates, there has 

yet to be consensus on the specific factors that have created and maintained them. 
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Additionally, the increasing demographic of cultures will significantly influence how 

medicine is practiced. The benefits of cultural competency cannot be undersold. Cultural 

competency has significantly improved the quality of care many patients receive, 

especially minority culture patients, by moving away from one-size-fits-all medicine. 

Cultural competency represents the possession of cultural knowledge, respect for cultural 

differences, and the ability to use skills efficiently and effectively in cross-cultural 

situations. Termination, however, decreases a former patient’s exposure to medicine and 

could perpetuate health disparities. While cultural competency can reduce the potential of 

termination, communication issues and implicit biases are barriers to cultural 

competency. These barriers lead to a lack of cultural competency and can result in a 

physician commonly deeming a patient as nonadherent, noncompliant, and difficult. This 

perception of the patient leads to the potential of termination of the physician-patient 

relationship, resulting in a perpetuation of health disparities, especially for minority 

cultures. Studying this issue within the vaccination context, especially of the 

unvaccinated versus the anti-vaxxer, provides multiple avenues to discuss termination 

and to comprehend that issues cannot always be taken at face value.  

 The four-pronged approach of solutions provides a novel attempt to consolidate 

multiple methods of improving cultural competency within medicine in hopes of 

improving patient health care and minimizing termination. Moving forward, medicine 

should continue to promote cultural competency through communication, facilitation, 

shared decision-making, and modification of medical school curriculum. Through these 

efforts, the field of medicine can significantly improve health care for patients of all 

racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic cultures. 
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Appendices and Bibliography 

A. Appendix A: Key Terms 

I define the following key terms: 

• Culture – “a collective pattern of learned beliefs and behaviors, such as thoughts, 

values, customs, communications, interactions, roles, relationships, and practices, 

of a group influenced by race, ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic status, 

occupation, nationality, and physical and mental ability, among other elements” 

(Lenhoff, Robins). 

• Cultural Competency – “the ability of a health care system to provide proper and 

tailored care to patients from a wide range of cultural, social, and ethnical needs, 

including, but not limited to, values, beliefs, and behaviors regarding health” 

(Betancourt). 

• Health Disparities – “a particular type of health difference that is closely linked 

with social, economic, and/or environmental disadvantage. Health disparities 

adversely affect groups of people who have systematically experienced greater 

obstacles to health based on their racial or ethnic group; religion; socioeconomic 

status; gender; age; mental health; cognitive, sensory, or physical disability; 

sexual orientation or gender identity; geographic location; or other characteristics 

historically linked to discrimination or exclusion.” (Healthy People 2020). 

• Patient Abandonment – “the unilateral severance of the professional relationship 

without reasonable notice at a time when there is still the necessity of continuing 

medical attention and without confirming another healthcare provider’s services” 
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(Texas Medical Association (TMA), Health Law Firm (HLK), King v. Fisher, 

Drechsler). 

• Physician – “a licensed practitioner in a recognized field of medicine” 

(Drechsler). 

• Termination – “withdrawing from a case or an obligation to maintain continuity 

of care for their patients” (American Medical Association (AMA)).  

B. Appendix B: Sample Termination Letter 

a. Termination of the physician/patient relationship 

Date        Certified receipt # ______________ 

[patient address]      Also sent first-class mail. 

 

Dear [patient name]: 

 

Please be advised that I will no longer be able to treat you as a patient. The termination of 

our physician/patient relationship will be effective in 30 days from the date of this letter. 

Your medical condition requires continuing physician supervision, and it is important you 

select another physician as soon as possible.  

 

Contact your insurance plan or the county medical society for names of other physicians. 

Upon written authorization, a copy of your medical record will be sent to your new 

physician. A release form is enclosed. 

 

Sincerely, 

[physician name] 

 

b. Termination for nonpayment 

Date       Certified receipt # ______________ 

[patient address]      Also sent regular mail. 
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Dear [patient name]:  

 

On [date], I sent you a letter requesting that you contact the business manager or me 

regarding any problems that may have occurred resulting in non-payment of your 

account. In the letter, I stated that it would be necessary to terminate our physician/patient 

relationship if we did not hear from you.  

Since we have not heard from you, please be advised that I will no longer be able to treat 

you as a patient. The termination of our relationship will be effective in 30 days from the 

date of this letter. A release form is enclosed for your written authorization. Please 

contact us with the name of your new physician so we may forward your records to his or 

her office. 

 

Sincerely,  

[physician name] 
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